
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MICROGRID SOLAR + BATTERY SYSTEMS CHEAT SHEET 

 

A Quick Note About Who We Are. 

 

Charge Bliss was organized in 2011 by David Bliss MD. 

 

We specialize in two areas:  

 

#1. We have developed a unique and comprehensive approach to energy 

management that is scalable for nearly all sizes of business by working with 

diverse stakeholders including utilities, business owners, interest groups, and 

industry leaders. 

 

#2. We also specialize in obtaining grant funding from the California Energy 

Commission (CEC) for new energy management technology.  

The exciting part of the CEC grants is you can fund the project with little, no or 

half the costs (depends on the grant). 

 

We are also technology agnostic which means we work with all renewable 

energy technologies, solar, wind, batteries, or thermal… 



You name it, we are going to pick the absolute best new energy management 

system for your facility that is personalized. 

 

Not all energy management systems fit every company and we are going to 

figure out the perfect system for your business and then find a way to fund 

it and find a way for you to start saving significant money on your electric 

bill. 

 

 

 

Let’s Talk About Energy 

 

Many Businesses in a connected and fast paced world have day to day 

operations that require an uninterrupted power supply. 

 

If your business happens to be in California, then you know that Major Storms, 

Fires, and Public Safety Power Shutoffs, cause power outages that can wreak 

havoc on your business’ critical operations especially if the outage lasts for a few 

days. 

 

We would like to introduce you to the best new technology for energy 

management solutions… Microgrids. 

 

Microgrids for the most part, are Solar + Battery systems that provide power 

when the power grid is down and energy savings when the power grid is 

operating. 

 



California Business Owners Want Reliable, Resilient, & Cost-

Effective Energy Solutions.  

 

In a new 2020 report by Deloitte, 44% of businesses who responded to a national 

survey said they are considering microgrids, an increase of nine percentage 

points over last year’s survey. 

 

“54% of those considering microgrids said they have critical operations that 

require uninterrupted power supply,” said Marlene Motyka, principal, Deloitte 

Transactions and Business Analytics. “Fifty-one percent said they have 

experienced increases in the number of outages.” 

 

Fifty-two percent of business respondents said they are concerned about an 

interruption to their electricity supply due to a cybersecurity event on the electric 

grid. 

 

"They see that if they have a solar plus a battery system, they can save and 

shore up resilience. Nearly half of respondents expressed a concern about 

outages from natural disasters or storms,” Motyka said. Read the rest here 

 

 

Solar + Battery Storage (Microgrids) to the Rescue 

 

A microgrid is exactly what it sounds like: a compressed version of the larger 

electrical grid that powers our country.  

 

The electrical grid exists to supply our electricity demand, ensuring that the two 

are balanced and connecting electrical supply to electrical demand with a 

transmission and distribution system.  

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/energy-and-resources/articles/renewable-energy-outlook.html
https://microgridknowledge.com/microgrids-survey-businesses/


In practice, a microgrid works in the exact same way, just for a smaller 

geographic area, like a couple of buildings or a local community. 

 

A microgrid is a small-scale power grid typically supported by generators, 

batteries, & renewable solar energy resources and are often used to provide 

backup power or supplement the main power grid during periods of heavy 

demand.  

 

Today’s Microgrid technology can meet a business’ power needs & wants for: 

• enhanced reliability & resiliency,  

• energy savings,  

• reduces power grid “congestion” during peak load times which improves 

the operation and stability of the regional electric grid,  

• reduced emissions because it is clean energy.  

 

 

Energy & Money Savings. 

 

A Microgrid system can increase your business’ profitability by dramatically 

reducing electrical costs, sometimes up to as much as 60% or more. 

 

A Microgrid can turn your energy costs into energy assets! 

 

There are several key things to know about Microgrids and the first is that they 

are run by intelligent control systems that tell your distributed energy resources 

when to kick in for the optimal usage of your equipment and thus reduce as much 

energy costs as possible.   

 



For example, there are higher demand fee times, usually from 4pm to 9pm when 

the fees are the highest.   

 

Your bill is calculated off of those peak demand fees and if you have a battery to 

store your solar power from the day in, the Microgrid controller will tell the system 

to use that stored energy during the 4pm to 9pm time frame and save your 

business lots of $$$$ money. 

 

 

Microgrids Offer Enhanced Power Reliability & 

Resiliency… 

 

This is because they are typically customized to meet the needs of the host, 

whether it is a municipality, hospital, retailer, or manufacturer. 

 

By utilizing this technology, buildings, offices, and factories can maintain normal 

operation through any power outage enabling increased productivity, security, 

and cost efficiency.  

 

Microgrids are capable of becoming electrically isolated from the grid in the event 

of an outage.  

 

When the grid goes down due to anything from a severe weather event to a 

knocked over telephone pole, you need to be disconnected from the grid or 

“islanded” to continue to produce and use electricity.  

 

As such, one key feature of a microgrid is its ability to continue operating even 

when the larger grid goes out. 



Reduce Your GHG Emissions 

 

As a Business in California, it is important to be aware of the regulations that 

might affect you in the future! 

 

California's annual statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) emission inventory is an 

important tool for establishing historical emission trends and tracking California's 

progress in reducing GHGs. Read more here 

 

 

HOW TO GET STARTED 

 

Step #1: If you are ready to see if your business can get a grant and be on your 

way to saving as much as 60% off your monthly energy bill, take our quick survey 

here: https://chargebliss.com/free-grant-survey/  

 

Step #2. Creating your own Microgrid Energy System starts by analyzing your 

current facilities equipment efficiencies: 

• Are you using Led lighting? 

• Are your HVAC systems well maintained, clean or up to date? 

• Check for any other equipment inadequacies could also affect your utility 

bills significantly. 

 

Step #3. You would want to get an Energy Analysis done by a company like us, 

Charge Bliss,  who will get your energy bill along with what we call “15 minute 

data” from your utility.  

15 minute data is what the utility uses to assess your higher demand fees and 

that will be a BIG part of how we assess exactly what types of Distributed Energy 

Resources will create the maximum amount of savings on your electric bills. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/topics/climate-change
https://chargebliss.com/free-grant-survey/
https://chargebliss.com/


Please Note:  

#1. If you have been denied a (CEC) grant in the past OR if you don’t qualify for 

a grant when we submit for your business, we also have investors willing to pay 

for the upfront costs of these projects and you can still enjoy a significant savings 

with no up-front capital investment. 

 

#2. If you have had a previous energy analysis where a commercial solar project 

just did not pencil out for your business, I urge you to give the newest technology 

on Solar + Battery Storage a good look. 

 

There is NO COST to your business for us to help you get a grant or perform 

an energy analysis to make sure a new Microgrid is beneficial to your business 

and saves you up to 60% on your monthly energy bill. 

 

If you have any questions about Microgrids or renewable energy solutions for 

your business, please contact us here - https://chargebliss.com/contact-us/  

 

I look forward to speaking with you soon, 

 

Leslie Wielenga 

Director of Sales 

Charge Bliss, Inc 

949-674-6104 

 

https://chargebliss.com/contact-us/

